OFF THE
BEATEN TRACK IN
MOROCCO’S NORTH
If you are the kind of person for whom reliable internet connection, punctual breakfast,
and hassle-free travelling is paramount to an enjoyable holiday, Morocco outside of its five
star resort clubs is not your place… Dini Martinez

f, however, you have always wondered what it would be
like to live in a fairy-tale land with crenellated horseshoe
arches and mosaic-coated
courtyards; if an explosion of colours, shapes, forms and
scents at fresh produce and artisan markets makes your
heart beat faster; and if you fancy experiencing a culture
which feels completely different to yours without having
to travel too far, then this magical and most diverse
country is for sure your call.
From Spain, we catch the 1.5 hours ferry from Algeciras to Tangier
Med. The ride is not as fast as the half hour Ceuta – Tangier City
connection, but substantially cheaper. It is important though to know
that Tangier Med is a good 50 km north of Tangier City. Since the
former is nothing but a big and ugly commercial shipping port, we
head straight east upon arrival.
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Our good week
The Riff Mountains are renowned for one of the world’s largest
cannabis production. However, they have much more to offer, unless
police encounter are part of your dream holidays. First stop during
our two week family vacation is Tetouan at the foot of the mountains.
It is the popular king Mohamed VI‘ summer residence and, due to
low numbers of foreign tourists, has maintained much of its
traditional charm.
Our Riad, run by Delia and her Tetouan family, is the peak of
friendliness and, in hindsight, by far the most professionally run and
fairly priced accommodation in Northern Morocco. A Riad is a
historic residence built around a courtyard with fountain and
habitually tucked away in the middle of a medina. The medina is the
wall-surrounded old city centre, mostly painted in white or blue and
jam-packed with a maze of streets, arches, mosques, public fountains
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and interconnected houses threatening to
crumble with the next breeze. The streets are
often so narrow that sometimes you are forced
to walk in a single row. Everywhere you can
find tiny hole-in-the-wall workshops and
shops, making and selling anything from
delicious fresh French sweets, over local arts,
crafts, costumes and potteries, to dyed leather
items which a mere moment ago still stuck to
living sheep.
Respecting Muslim culture, we all cover our
elbows and knees. Local woman also cover
their hair, but very few wear the full Niqab
which covers the whole face and every bit of
skin apart from the eyes. Most smile at me and
comb their fingers through our kids’ blond hair
when passing. The men look at me curiously
but are not imposing or annoying, especially
not when I’m strolling by my husband’s side. I
hear different stories from solo female
travellers. Local women seem free, openminded and joyous, however are never seen
sipping mint-tea with their male counterparts
in tea-houses, coffee shops and restaurants.
Throughout our trip we come to better
understand that Morocco is a country of
paradox and transformation. Widespread
education is becoming more and more
available and women’s rights have come a long
way over the past decade, but on the path
towards equality there is still a long way to go.»
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«In our next Riad in backpacker haven Chefchaouen we
learn that one of the employees used to live on the street.
As a single, un-educated mum from the countryside, life is
not, and probably will never be, easy for her. Like her, most
Moroccan staff we encounter are friendly, but innocently
yet utterly unprofessional. Without the presence of a
Spanish, French or Italian owner, hotels of all sorts are
viewed by local staff as their homes, and paying guests
more as a nuisance than the obvious source of their small,
but at least steady, income. Breakfast is regularly served
one to two hours after the agreed time and customers are
attended to in pyjamas from staff ’s bedroom with mobile
and messenger on hand, like the case in Dar Gabriel in
Chefchaouen’s medina.
Travelling while starting the day with hungry kids is never
a pleasant experience. However, come the rest of the day,
the cheap food prices in restaurants and street stands
(Watch out for hygiene!) is enjoyable. The average family
meal out with entrée and dessert in a local restaurant
averages 12 Euros. The 1.5 hour taxi drive from Tetouan to
Chefchaouen, 30 Euros. »
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«Hostel accommodation can easily be found for under
10 Euros per night. Mid-range accommodation in
Riads or mountain lodges cost us between 35 and 55
Euros/night for a family room with four beds. Five star
accommodation starts at 90 Euros for a double room.
After the tourist extravaganza in Chefchaouen, being
saturated by too many too keen vendors in
Chefchaouen’s tourist extravaganza, we escape to the
silence of Talassemtane, the nearby national park. Four
days slip by watching amusing Berber monkeys
jumping from tree top to tree top, dipping our feet in
ice-cold mountain water, fresh springs and rapids, and
stopping for home-made Tajines at gites run by local
grannies, taking in stunning scenery and recovering
from waterfall hikes. From there it goes down-hill in all
senses.

Our bad week
Having committed the mistake of not renting a car,
we rely on locals who take advantage of our slightly
inflexible situation with luggage and toddlers. The
simple excuse: ‘It’s Africa, mam!’. So we end up in Oued
Laou, a completely empty fishing village. In summer it
seems to host thousands of local tourists craving a
Bourkini splash in the blue Mediterranean Sea. Out of
season, however, it feels like a ghost town where it is
close to impossible to find even a simple bite to eat this
evening, let alone internet connection or a bus.
The next morning we flee hastily, only waving
goodbye to a swarm of dolphins jumping around the
numerous fish farms. Convincing a local to taxi us to
Tangier does not take much persuasion, given the 60
Euro and 100 km two hour taxi ride earns him just
under the average weekly income.

TRAVELLING WHILE
STARTING THE DAY
WITH HUNGRY KIDS
IS NEVER A
PLEASANT
EXPERIENCE.
HOWEVER, COME
THE REST OF THE
DAY, THE CHEAP
FOOD PRICES IN
RESTAURANTS AND
STREET STANDS
(WATCH OUT FOR
HYGIENE!) IS
ENJOYABLE.

Tangier’s first impression is that of an obnoxious port
city. Piercing stares and annoyingly persistent hassles
of local men trying to charge for every bit of fake advice
they aim to give. Street kids sniffing glue and begging
for our dinner left-overs in a street restaurant. A breathtaking orchestra of smells, sounds, colours and hustle
buzzle of Tangier by night.
It doesn’t help that after two weeks of constantly
trying to cover up without melting away under the
stinking heat, I’m desperately craving the little daily
freedoms of Western culture we tend to take for
granted: No religious dress-code. A general respect for
personal space. Holding hands in public. A right for fair
and equal prices for everyone.
Nevertheless, the next morning, despite the
sometimes challenging digestion of my first
impressions of Africa, I thoroughly enjoy the pink
sunrise reflecting Tangier’s skyline on a pink and orange
Atlantic as our ferry starts sliding away from the quay,
bringing us back to Europe.
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